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As you read aloud the 21 separate words (EXAMPLES: over, the, counter, clock ), 
draw curved lines to connect the (numbered) dots in order. (What shape is it?) 
Using appropriate syllable-stress patterns, say the two or three components of 

each compound vocabulary item together in one word or phrase.  
EXAMPLES: 1. = over-the-counter  ( Æ . . ' . )   2. = counter clockwise ( Æ . ' Æ)                        

3. = wisecrack ( ' Æ )  13. frontrunner ( ' Æ . )  18.  line up ( Æ ' ) and lineup ( '  Æ ).       

> In the blanks of the 18 numbered clues below, copy the “closed,” hyphenated 
[-], and “open” compounds—and the two phrasal verbs. Some clues will 

accommodate two forms. Identifying the “kinds of compounds,” read aloud 
and explain the meanings of each phrase or sentence.  

Compounds:              
Letter Connect 

Letter Connect Compounds 
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> Can you continue 
Compound 
Vocabulary-Item 
Chain 1-10 and/
or Chain 11-18? 
At the beginning 
of a Chain, add 
items that end 
with the first 
component of the 
following word or 
phrase. At the end of a Chain, put in 
vocabulary that starts with the last 
element of the preceding item.   
For more practice, put the elements   
of your compound vocabulary items 
into separate word lists. Who can 
combine them, explaining their new 
meanings and using them in context?  

 Kinds of 
Compounds 

 “Closed” or “Solid”   
= single words 

composed of 2 or more 
smaller words without 
spaces between them. 

 EXAMPLE: 'moneyÆmaker (N) 

Hyphenated =  
single words composed 

of 2 or more smaller 
words with one or 
more hyphens [-].  

EX: Ædown-and-'out (ADJ) 

“Open” =  phrases  
composed of 2 or more 

smaller words with 
spaces in between.  

EXAMPLE: po'lice Æofficer (N) 
NOTE:  A phrasal verb  

is similar to a 
compound in that its 
meaning differs from 
that of its individual 

words (verb + adverb).  

EXAMPLE: Æhang 'up (VERB)  

Advanced 

-  

 clock 

-  

10 lay  

9 way  

8 one  
 

 up 11 
 -and- 

 up 12 

 front 13 

 state 17 
14 runner  

15 up  
16 swing  

 line 18 

-  

-  
 

 

 -the- 

 over 1 
 counter 2 

 wise 3 

 crack 4 

 -and- 

 out 6 
 number 7 

5 down  

 clock 

 

 

1.    Over-the-counter    .[ADJ] drugs can be 
purchased without a prescription.  

2. The direction opposite from that of hands on 
a clock is called “_______________” [ADJ, ADV] 

3. Jokesters ________ [V] to make others laugh. 
4. Law enforcement needs to __________ [V + ADV] 

on violent crime; we need a strong ______ [N].  
5. People that are ____________________ [ADJ] 

may need money, jobs, luck, and hope.  
6. Women over 20 _______ [V] men of their age. 
7. looking out for ____ [N] = putting oneself first 
8. go the wrong way on a ________ [N/ADJ] street  
9. Bandits ____________ [V] travelers on roads. 

10. a two-hour _____________ [N] at an airport 
11. Is this deal on the __________ [N] (honest)? 
12. Let me be _________ [ADJ] (direct) with you. 
13. Who’s the ______________ [N] (the leading 

candidate) in the upcoming election? 
14. winner in second place = the _________ [N]. 
15. An economy on the ___________  ____ [N] 

is likely to be getting stronger.  
16. A “________   _______” [N] in the U.S. 

may vote either Democratic or Republican.   
17. boundary between states = ___________ [N] 
18. Players, _____________ [V + ADV] in the order 

you appear in the starting ___________ [N].  
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> First, unscramble the letters of the Numbered Words 1-9 
and the Lettered Words A-I: print each item on the line 

under its picture. Say, explain, and use the word in context.  

> To create compound vocab items, draw a line or arrow from 
each numbered word part to an appropriate lettered one. 
Making indicated spelling changes, if any, put each pair of 
components together in the appropriate order in the two 

blanks of the matching meaning clue below: insert a space 
or hyphen if needed. Identifying its type, pronounce each 

compound word/phrase or phrasal verb with the appropriate 
syllable-stress pattern; explain how the order of its 

elements affect meaning. Read and explain the sentence
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Compounds: 
Letter Jumble 

Letter JumbleCompounds Advanced 
 Types of Compound Vocabulary 

 “Closed” = single words composed of 2 or 
more smaller words without spaces in between. 

 EXAMPLES: 'hang Æover (N)     'overÆhang  (N) 

Hyphenated =  single words comsisting 2 or 
more smaller words separated by hyphens [-]. 

EXAMPLES: Æhands-'free (ADJ)    Æup-and-'down (ADJ) 

“Open” =  phrases  composed of 2 or more 
smaller words with spaces between them.  

EXAMPLES: Æall 'over  the  Æplace (ADV)      Æday 'labor (N) 
NOTE:  A phrasal verb  is similar to a compound 

in that its meaning differs from that of its 
individual words (verb + adverb).  

EXAMPLES: Æcome 'in (VERB + ADV)  Æset 'up (VERB + ADV) 

1. It     upset  s [SINGV] caterers if
they have no room or time to                  
i    set  up   [V + ADV] for banquets.

2. Drinkers with ___________s [PLN]

were cooling off in the shade of
roof ___________s [PLN].

3. Money earned through work or
investments = ____________ [N].
To enter a room or building =
________________ [V + ADV].

4. Most employers are on the
__________ [N] for candidates
with a positive __________ [N].

5. A ______________ [N] = a flat,
round breakfast food, also called
a “flapjack.”

A ____________ = [N] a round or 
square tin used for baking layers 
of flour, fat, sugar, and eggs . . .   

6. An armed robbery = a ________
[N]. To defend or support (a law
or principle) = to __________ [V].

7. Can construction supervisors hire
_________ [N] on national holidays
like ________ [PROPERN: CAPITALIZED]?

8. “So long, goodbye, _________
[INTERJECTION].” Government money
given to the poor or indigent =
______________ [N: OMIT ONE L]

9. Artists doing ____________ [ADJ]

drawing tend to talk on ______s-
_________ [ADJ: -] mobile devices.

> Can you think of other 
pairs of compound 
vocabulary items in 
which reversing the 
order of the first and 
last elements is 
possible? (There  
aren’t  many of these.) 

List them: read the 
pairs of items aloud.  

Who can write them 
down, spelling them  
correctly (with spaces 
or hyphens)? Who can 
explain their meanings 
or use them in context? 

1. ets 2. ngah 3. in 4. tou 5. nap 6. hdol 8. eraf 9. eefr

________ ________ ________ ________ ________ ________ ________ ________ 

A. vero B. lkoo C. up D. pu E. well F. ndha H. emoc I. ekac 

________ ________ ________ ________ ________ ________ ________ ________ 

7. lbora

________ 

G. dya 

________ 

set 
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Compounds:               
Letter Blocks 

1. Stay 4: ADJ [-] ____________ed about 3: N/ADJ [-] ________ 
_________ surgery in an 3: N/ADJ [-] ____________ theater. 

2. 3: PRO [CL] ____________ has a 2: N/ADJ [-] _____________ 
mind at 2: ADJ + N [OP] ______ _______ or another. 

3. Can we get 2: N [CL] ____________ at a 2: N/ADJ [-] ________    
_________ chain in a 2: N [OP] ___________ in a mall? 

4. Our fine arts 2: N [CL] ______________ has a 2: PLN [CL] 

__________ for displaying 3: PLN [OP] ______s ____ _____. 
5. Let’s 2: V [CL] _____________ the 2: N [CL] ____________ of  

kids in a 2: N [CL] _____________. 
6. My 2: N [CL] ______________ insists there be 2: PLN [CL]

_____________s next to the big 3: N [OP] ______________. 
7. Children of 2: N [OP] ____________ can be 2: V [CL] ________ 

_______ed instead of attending 3: N [OP] _______________. 
8. A 2: N [CL] __________ at a 2: N [CL] _________ won’t hit                  

the 2: N [CL] ____________.  
9. Who can stay calm in a 2: N [CL] ____________ 2: PREP [CL] 

__________ shouting 2: ADV [OP] __________________? 

rest 

with
 

> On half a  
piece of 

paper, list  
some 

compound 
vocab items 

from the 
Blocks Puzzle.         

On the other         
half, put 

meaning clues 
for the words 

or phrases.        

Who can         
figure out the 

answers? 

> In the Blocks Puzzle, connect Word Elements 1-9 to other letter 
combinations to form “closed” [CL] hyphenated [-], and open [OP] compounds. 
Say them aloud with appropriate syllable-stress patterns. Attending to the 

NUMBER OF SYLLABLES: PART OF SPEECH in small letters, print the items in the blanks of                   
the meaning clues. Read the sentences for the pictures aloud. Explain them.   

> How many other adjacent word components can you combine to make other 
meaningful vocabulary items? List them, indicating which are compounds                     

(of which type) or phrasal verbs. Read them aloud, explaining what they show 
about the properties of compounds. Define them or use them in phrases.  

1 

3 

 

 “Closed” Compounds 
= single words composed of            

2 or more smaller words 
without spaces in between  

Hyphenated Compounds 
= single words composed of            

2 or more smaller words 
with one or more hyphens.  

“Open” Compounds 
& Phrasal Verbs                 

=  two or more single or 
compound words in a 

phrase: spaces in between  
Most Common 

Compound & Phrasal 
Syllable-Stress Patterns 

(.) ' (.) Æ (.)   (.) Æ (.) '  (.) (Æ ) (.)     
Abbreviations  

[(PL)N] = (PLURAL) NOUN   
[PRON] = PRONOUN  
[N/ADJ] = NOUN   
USED AS ADJECTIVE             

[PHRV] = PHRASAL VERB 
[ADJ] = ADJECTIVE        
[ADV] = ADVERB 

[PREP] = PREPOSITION 
2: 3: 4: = number of syllables 

[CL] = closed compound 

[OP] = open compound 2 

4 

5 

6 

7 

Summary of 
Compound 

Vocabulary Items 

8 
9 

Letter Blocks Compounds Advanced 
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> In a kind of Rebus Puzzle called “Plexor” or “Wackie Wordie,” it is the appearance of letters (their 
arrangement, weight, size, color, etc.) that trigger the solution. After saying each of the 19 
numbered DOWN and ACROSS compound or phrasal items aloud, print it on the line. Tell how it 

derives from the visual. Explain its meaning. Then put its letters into the appropriate boxes in the 
Crossword Frame below: hyphens are given; boxed diagonal lines indicate spaces between words.  

>  After matching Rebus items with their simple shortened definitions to the right below, put them into  
contexts that illustrate their meanings, replacing the items with blanks for others to fill in.  EXAMPLES:  

1 DOWN If you ______ on a busy street, you might get a ticket. [Answer: double park] 2 DOWN Is there 
any flour _________ from the cake you made? [Answer: left over]   7 ACROSS Are there ______s for IN

S
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C
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Rebus Crossword 

Compounds:              
Rebus Crossword 

Compounds Advanced 

     1 d    b   f  m   2   

  3   4  o               

     u    e   s  n      
5       b  6      7        8  

     l          v     

     e    9    10    a     

       11              

     p  -       12       

    13  a               

     r           14    

     k  15       -   -    

                    

 16    -                

                    
17             18         

1 Down [OPEN COMPOUND VERB] 

 

 

 

_____________ 

2 Down [PHRASAL PARTICIPLE]   

 
 
 

_____________ 

3 Down [OPEN COMPOUND NOUN] 

 
 
 

_____________ 

4 Across 

 

 

 

_____________ 

5 Down [OPEN COMPOUND NOUN] 

 

 

 

_____________ 

5 Across: [PHRASAL VERB]  

  
 
 

   ________ 
                     7 Across 

 

 

 

  _____ 

8 Down 
 
 
 

_____________ 

9 Down [OPEN COMPOUND NOUN] 
 
 
 

_____________ 

10 Down [CLOSED COMPOUND 
PLURAL NOUN] 
 
 
 

_____________ 

11 Across [OPEN VERB + 
PREPOSITIONAL PHRASE: IDIOM] 

 
 

_____________ 

12 Down [CLOSED COMPOUND 
NOUN] 
 
 

_____________ 
13 Across 

 

 

 

___________ 

14 Down  
 
 
 

_____________ 

15 Across [HYPHENATED 
COMPOUND NOUN] 
 
 
 

_____________ 

16 Across  
 

 

 

_____________ 

17 Across 
 
 
 
 

_____________ 

 
 
 
 

_____________ 

double  park 

[CLOSED COM
POUND V

ERB]  

18 Across [CLOSED COMPOUND 
NOUN] 

O
PE

N 
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M
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UN
D 

NO
UN

] 

A 
a 
a 
A 
A 
a 
a 

H
YPHENATED COM

POUND N
OUN]  

H
YPHENATED COM

POUND N
OUN]  

[C
LO

SED C
O

M
PO

UN
D N

O
UN]  

[O
PEN A

DJ +
 N

OUN  IDIOM]  

1 VERB: leave a vehicle next to another one 
in the roadway  

2 PARTICIPLE: (food) remaining afterwards 
3 GERUND: managing accounts on the Net  
4 VERB: act as an equal, opposite force 
5 NOUN: emergency medical treatment  
5 PHRASAL VERB: lag by missing deadlines 
6 NOUN: rate of loss of radioactivity   
7 NOUN: a test of ability to join a team or 

appear in an event; an audition 
8 NOUN PHRASE: a feature that attracts  
9 NOUN PHRASE: a round rubber tube around 

a wheel that has lost its air 
10 PLURAL NOUN: quick, funny remarks 
11 VERB + PREPOSITIONAL PHRASE (IDIOM):  

begin experiencing romantic feelings  
12 NOUN: article author’s name  
13 NOUN: exaggerated story 
14 NOUN: grouping of the most preferred 
15 NOUN: male parent of one’s spouse 
16 NOUN: exercise for strengthening core 
17 NOUN: wide, fast road: no traffic lights 
18 NOUN: faster, easier way to do s.t. 

6 Down [CLOSED COM
POUND N

OUN]  ______ 
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Puzzle Solutions Advanced 
Compounds: Letter Connect, page 85 

Compounds: Letter Jumble, page 86 

Word Parts: Compounds             
Advanced Puzzle Solutions 

Word Parts 

 clock 

 

 

-  

-  

 

RESEARCH NOTES: Closed or solid compounds are easiest 
to find at sites like http://www.morewords. com/: type 
in the letters you want included with * before and/or 
after them. Hyphenated or open compounds may 
appear in pop-up lists in dictionary sites like http://
www. merriam-webster.com/: type in the first word of                 
a possible compound (with a hyphen if desired).   

EXAMPLES OF MORE COMPOUND VOCABULARY ITEMS TO ADD TO ABOVE CHAINS:         
Before Item 1, . . . over = stopover + doorstop + trapdoor + mouse trap + 
cat and mouse + copycat + hard copy + blowhard + low blow + high . . . .        
After Item 10, lay . . . = lay out / layout + out loud + loudspeaker + . . . . 
speakerphone + phone book + bookworm + worm-eaten + eaten up + . . . . 
Before Item 11, . . . up = writeup + underwrite + go under + undergo + . . . . 
After Item 18, line . . . = lineman, man in the street, streetwalking, walking. . . . 

EXAMPLES OF MORE COMPOUND OR 
PHRASAL VERB VOCABULARY WITH 
ELEMENTS THAT CAN BE REVERSED:        
"   gunshot vs. shotgun " houseboat 
vs. boathouse " housework vs. 
workhouse " kickback vs. back kick 
" lighthouse vs. house light "   
overall vs. all over " overdo vs.                 
do-over " paperwork vs. work paper 
" close-up vs. up close " cut-rate 
vs. rate cut " board game vs. game 
board "   firewood vs. wood fire "  

overpass vs. Passover 

ADVANCED VOCABULARY NOTES: There’s only a 
limited number of “reversible” compounds 
like the above. One reason is that few 
modifier + headword combinations—like  
living room, full moon, real estate—  
are considered to be “open compounds” 
because they are so common in English.  

Most other word combinations, such as 
living well, a full box, or real bargains, are 
simply gerund, noun, or verb phrases.  

The words of phrasal verbs, like look out, 
pass over, etc., often can be reversed in 
compound nouns: outlook, overpass, . . .   
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Puzzle Solutions Advanced 
Compounds: Letter Blocks, page 87 

Compounds: Rebus Crossword, page 88 

Word Parts 

Word Parts: Compounds         
Advanced Puzzle Solutions 

ADVANCED VOCABULARY NOTES: The phrase in the 3rd blank of Item 6 to the left,  
party room, is not considered a “compound vocabulary item.” It is simply a 
noun phrase containing a noun-adjective before a headword that is a noun.  

In fact, it is not always clear from the context whether a vocabulary item is                 
a compound at all—and, if it is, whether it is “closed/solid,” “hyphenated,”  
or “open.” (In these Puzzle pages, the three types are indicated by hyphens 
and/or spacing or lack of it.) Vocabulary in the first two categories can 
usually be found in (on-line) dictionaries of appropriate size and level.   
“Open” phrases with spaces between their words, which include phrasal 
verbs, may or may not be listed within or outside of entries.  

Some words can be part of vocabulary that takes more than one form, as in 
outlook or lookout (solid compound nouns), take a good look (idiomatic 
transitive-verb phrase), good-looking (hyphenated participial adjective),                
look out (inseparable, intransitive phrasal verb), and many others.  

“BONUS” LETTER-BLOCKS PUZZLE ITEMS = MOSTLY COMPOUND VOCAB     
OR PHRASAL VERBS: on and off, offhand, each and every, someone, 
somebody, body bag, heart health, fast-moving, moving target, 
target date, chainsaw, every other, otherwise, time frame, time 
card, track and field, sea air, food chain,  chain reaction, 
reaction time, word card, password, playback, back and forth, 
back away, down home, home front, front page, page-turner, 
school year, leap year, year-round, roundabout, good luck, pot 
shot, luck out, shot put, out and out, put out, put away 

EXAMPLES OF “MEANING CLUES WITH BLANKS” FOR ABOVE VOCABULARY:          
1. If you ___ on a busy street, you can get a ticket. [Answer: double park] 
2. Is there any flour _______ from the cake you made? [Answer: left over] 
3. With _____, are financial statements mailed? [Answer: online banking] 
4. Can brains ______ brawn in athletic success? [Answer: counterbalance]  
5. We should know ________ for medical emergencies. [Answer: first aid]  
5. Be sure not to _____ in your mortgage payments. [Answer: fall behind]  
6. What is the ______ of neutrons in a stable atom? [Answer: half life]  

7. When are there _________s for varsity teams? [Answer: tryout]  8. Financial aid is a __ in university recruitment. [Answer: big draw]    
9. The Auto Club will change a _______. [Answer: flat tire]  10. “Wise guys” like to make ____ and other jokes. [Answer: wisecracks]   
11. Does Cupid make fools _______? [Answer: fall in love] 12. Whose name is in the _______ of the article we read? [Answer: by line]   
13. The story of Paul Bunyan is a ______. [Answer: tall tale]   14. Who is on your _______ of candidates to consider? [Answer: A-list]    
15. My _______ is my spouse’s dad. [Answer: father-in-law]   16. No matter how many _______s I do, I won’t develop washboard abs. 
[Answer: situp]  17. Let’s take a scenic ______ instead of surface streets or the freeway. [Answer: highway]   18. If we take a _______, 
we may arrive earlier. [Answer: shortcut]  

REBUS (FLEXOR = WACKIE WORDIES) PUZZLE SOLUTIONS:                
1. double park   2. left over  3. online banking  4. counterbalance   
5DOWN. first aid   5ACROSS. fall behind  6. half-life  7. tryout  
8. big draw  9. flat tire  10. wisecracks  11. fall in love               
12. byline     13. tall tale  14. A-list  15. father in law                  
16. sit-up      17. highway   18. shortcut 
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Here are reduced-sized pages from phonicSpelling: Everything to Know (Now) about Teaching & Learning 
American English Phonics & Spelling, ISBN 978-1-934637-37-1, Idea U = Compound Words, pages 169-174. 

Word Parts: “Closed” 
Compounds Reference List 
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Word Parts: “Closed” 
Compounds Reference List 
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Word Parts: “Closed” + Hyphenated 
Compounds Reference Lists 
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Word Parts: “Open” 
Compounds Reference List 


